The Burning Bush—Online article archive
Trimble leads his supporters to surrender.
The recent vote in the Northern Ireland Assembly in favour of
a power-sharing government, with the foreign Irish Government given a statutory role in the internal affairs of this part
of the United Kingdom, saw Unionism split down the middle
with all Trimble unionists, with the exception of Peter Weir,
voting in favour of the betrayal of the Province. In the vote,
29 unionists supported David Trimble and 29 supported Dr.
Dr. Ian Paisley—Leader of the
Ian Paisley's opposition to the sell-out. But since IRA/Sinn
opposition to the sell out
Fein and John Hume's SDLP as well as a handful of independents and the two representatives of loyalist terrorists, Irwin and Hutchinson of
the PUP, were in coalition with Trimble, the overall vote was 77 to 29.
MURDERERS
Unrepentant murderers now stand on the threshold of cabinet
office in a Northern Ireland government. For over seventy
years they have campaigned to destroy our country by murder and terror. Now thanks to the treachery of David Trimble
and his supporters, they have been given the opportunity to
do it from the inside while drawing a government minister's
salary! All this they have been given and still they have not
renounced violence and murder nor surrendered one item
The new Northern Ireland Assembly—the
setting for David Trimble’s surrender to
from their terrorist arsenal of guns and explosives. That
terrorism
David Trimble could be jubilant at such a victory, as was reported in the Belfast Telegraph of 17/2/99, is hard to understand.
DANCING ON GRAVES
By this vote, Trimble and his party jubilantly danced on the graves of those who had been
murdered and mutilated since the 16th century in the defence of the freedom Protestantism had given us here in Ulster. It will not be long until the full consequences of what
Trimble Unionists have done will begin to be felt in our land. A harvest will spring up from
the seeds planted by ecumenists and watered by Trimble that will prove bitter indeed. Our
prayer is that God will not forsake His people, but visit them with revival, in the midst of
that harvest.
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